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Meeting started 6:31 

Alex: As you’ve seen there’s a campaign by the Latinx community for our university to shape and we’ve 
cosponsored a resolution coming up today to officially endorse it to give it as much support as possible. 
We’ve been discussing several policy initiatives. I’ll be meeting with administrators, and working with 
student leaders like Kayla Dunn president of LSA, and president of dreamers on grounds to discuss 
potential partnerships in the future. Their president is Cathy Soba. This Thursday the ALC will be 
releasing a document, academic report, American studies report detailing how American studies should 
be departmentalized. I have also signed on to that under my title, it aligns under this administrations 
goals and goes in tandem with the work LSA are doing. I’m still meeting with administrators to discuss 
budget allocations, so if you have any ideas on funding please let me know. Thursday the tuition and 
fees committee will be meeting with VP of finance. We’ll be discussing school budgets with the school 
finance officers and largely connect it with issues such as free menstrual hygiene and diverse faculty 
hiring.  

Camilla: We’re really excited to start writing some op-eds, chairs are doing that. On that note, Katie Kirk 
right now is putting together some great things she’s talking about in her op-ed, please share this on 
Facebook so anyone who can benefit from this initiative can do so 

Ty: I’ll run though some CIO updates, on terms of new cio applications we’re at 20. I’m meeting with 
about 5 groups, reps you’ll be getting that report over the weekend. Wrapped up rolling round 2 funding 
and requests of rolling round 3 are due soon. Standardized emails from BAM have been sent out, and 
restructuring the database. We’ll be working with VPSA and finance to streamline analysis. Cio 
consultants conducting a benchmarking process across peer institutions as to how they allocate funding 
for student organizations. We are starting to plan for winters activities fair in January. Thank you  

Taylor: it’s your boy. I met with Noah Huffman the UR for bootcamp outlines we’ll be setting those up to 
get the basis for that, you won’t have to go to three different sessions to make sure new members are 
aware of the internal organization of studco and will be meeting with mike soon for the new website. I 
wanna bump the census, make sure you share that in your specific channels. Lastly weekly update, 
market and communicating request form and dining donations get that in within two weeks. 

Ellie: free menstrual hygiene is happening, we basically bought out Walmart last night. We have 
tampons and pads in Clem, Alderman, and Clark. They’ve been going pretty quickly. We’ve been 
restocking each day and ISC is helping with that. Student financial services has their office hours. 

Academic affairs: our cav education program has wrapped up we’re giving recommendations to the 
deans and you’ll see those classes on SIS in November. The vp of academic affairs has a few updates. For 
SIS, essentially, they had issues with how the class has exams in the evening it wouldn’t be coded in sis, 
but now it will be. He also wants feedback on professors requiring students to go to classes that are not 
on the syllabus that your grade depended on.  Our committee is also working on resume building and 
handshake tutorials for first and second years.  



Arts: first keep looking at arts cio spotlight every Monday. We have a couple of exciting things I’ll talk 
about next week. We’re partnering with lighting of the lawn to showcase some student artwork. Next, 
we’re partnering with guides for architecture talks, maybe a tour or pamphlet or brochure. Student arts 
fund application is open, we’ll put the link on the website. If you have any friends in an arts discipline 
who needs funding please have them email me or slack me we’d love to see lots of people apply.  

Athletic affairs: we had our first mental health round table November 5th at 6:30. Keep following the 
HoosPlaying page. If you’re in a club sport please slack me.  

Community relations: Peer housing advocates project to help first years navigate it and signing leases. 
They really think they have to sign it now and that’s not the case. We want to have dorm talks and speak 
with transfers. We think it’s really important they’re informed of the options that they have.  

Diversity engagement: PLUMAS fundraiser went great, and goes directly to jail bond so it was a huge 
success. On Thursday latinx community is having a forum in the rotunda room November 8th 

Swellness: There’s free menstrual hygiene, thank you ISC. I picked out dispensers that’ll be put into 
public bathrooms next year. The first selections meeting for student police advisory board is tomorrow 
at 8am. If you see large quantities of hand sanitizers of mine, they’ve been stolen by the newcomb staff 
I’m gonna @ them right now.  

Student life: SDAB application is open through the week and you don’t have to be in studco to apply.  

Sustainability: we have two main exciting updates this weekend is the bicentennial sustainability 
leadership summit. On the table today is a resolution to support the university going carbon neutral by 
2025.  

VPO : We just finished up final allocations for rolling round 2, number came out to 75,000. We’ve been 
dealing with reallocation requests. We have a training for our new members as well.  

VPA: Survivor support training in the next weeks, so you can be a true ally and get a dope sticker. 
There’s one this Thursday from 6-7:30 in the women’s center.  

Director of Membership: I came here last week really excited to go apple picking this weekend and it’ll 
be 45 degrees and raining and I don’t even like them so if you really want to go another time please 
slack me. Thank you for filling out your rosters, again last week was kind of awkward because I didn’t do 
the census and was telling you to do it but now I have so please do it as soon as possible. Boot camp is 
coming be ready.  

Nat: Fill out the internal newsletter and give us some pictures, specifically cabinet.  

Rep reports: 

Avery: two updates. One tomorrow at time I’ll be meeting with Kevin Westfield to discuss accessibility 
allies. Second, I’m working on getting a group of mixed-race students to try and discuss a support 
network.  

Matthew: Chi and I are gonna start working on the low-income resource guide once again 



Omar: As our sustainability chair mentioned there’s a resolution on the table to make the university 
carbon neutral by 2025.  

Shivani: We’re collecting personal testimonies by those who’ve had a professor of color and had a good 
experience with them.  

Public Comment: 

Hunter, talking on fr18-12. 

Hunter: I am for carbon neutrality, I have issues with the legislation. I also think public comment should 
be used more. The first issue I have is the first clause, the whereas clause repeats word for word a cav 
daily article, and I understand the article was written by the organization but the rep could’ve reworded 
it. I have issues with working on practicality, and that it does not offer a plan of action. The last resolved 
clause is pedantic. The longevity of the resolution, goal at 2035 creates an unrealistically long time. It 
underestimates the ability to achieve sustainability.  

Omar: The first part does match it because it was taken from wahoos for sustainability so the goal was 
to use the exact language. And it is a feasible goal for a university of our size. This is a time where we 
have a new administration and the committee is meeting on sustainability a lot of things are happening 
and this is a time the administration is listening.  

Legislative session: 

Attendance is taken, quorum met 

Minutes pass 

FR18-12, resolution to support the university becoming carbon neutral by 2035 off the table. Second. Off 
the table. 

Omar: I want to mention that when we talk about UVA we also talk about the system so the hospitals 
and health centers. While 2035 is an aggressive goal it has to be put out there so visitors and the 
administration are listening. If you have any questions I’ll gladly answer them.  

Motion to vote, second, FR18-12 passes.  

Alex: FR18-18 emergency legislation, outlining various issues concerning the latinx community and are 
quite sensible issues we can tackle with our time here at the university. It can help pursue our policies 
initiative. I appreciate the proposal it’s very much needed in our community, there’s a push being made 
to address issues at this university. There should be hired translators, you shouldn’t need to have 
students do so. There should be more resources afforded to latinx students as a whole. I think it’s quite 
a sensible resolution to endorse, the exec board has endorsed it themselves and we’ll be working to 
address the issues how we can.  

Motion to vote, second, passes. End legislative session 

Tommye Sutton (chief of police): Thank you first and foremost for allowing me to come and speak to you 
today. I came here august first, and had about 45-50 days to be in the police department to see how we 
do things and how we can improve upon them. I want to reach out to my constituents, and get feedback 
from you so we can truly serve what you need. One problem is that simply put, other than ben rexroad, 



who can name three uva police officers. That’s my point, they’re supposed to serve you every day and 
we don’t have a relationship. If we’re coming you’re probably experiencing something very critical and 
you have to tell your story to a stranger, we want to develop a relationship with our students well 
before they need us. When I stop students on grounds to say hello it won’t have to be a deer in the 
headlights look. All this is about to change. We are truly here to serve you, and we have students here 
from all over the world. We want you to know we’re your partner. Successful policing here will be 
centered around President Obama’s 2016 taskforce. Ultimately though people view the police 
department as having power, and that has no legitimacy if you have no trust in us. We want to work so 
we don’t assume we have a good relationship with you. We want to show you that you can trust us.  

We’re adding for the next hiring cycle an education requirement, to be a police officer at UVA you will 
need a bachelors degree or 4 years of military service. Not to be exclusionary but we need officers that 
can understand the environment and ideologies in general in a university setting. We want to make sure 
these police officers will be able to navigate the capabilities of a first-year law student when they seize 
you for a moment. We’re going to include students in the selection process of interviews, it shouldn’t 
just be a person being interviewed by a table of police officers. We need someone from student 
government, minority groups, athletics, so we can make an informed decision as to whether the person 
should join the community. Department engagement beyond Ben Rexroad, I’m expending his area by 
two or three officers. It’s the department’s job to engage holistically so you know who we are. So that 
I’m not so unapproachable. We’re working to bring fair and impartial training to our officers, and explain 
to our officers that we live in an age where you need to give people a “why” to get compliance, the 
community deserves to know the why. Also understanding we have a role in your development, the 
professors do have a role in teaching you and commencement. The police department has a role in your 
growth and development as well, civically, to show you how to protest and interact with police. How you 
should go about should you engage in drinking alcoholic beverages. So, our only interaction wouldn’t 
just be enforcement but teaching.  

Avery: would you be willing to have a town hall with the student council so students can come and 
speak to officers? 

Tommye: Of course, I’m not opposed to engage with students. My concern is if I say yes, we meet our 
goal of interacting with students. Who’s stopping it from becoming something else, I won’t participate in 
nonsense, I won’t yell with students or scream back and forth. My idea is to get student leaders to get 
questions so we have a panel. I’m not in favor of a shouting match, and we leave accomplishing nothing. 
Everyone has a right to voice their opinion, and we walk away with action items. Not emotional 
discharge. I hope my answer was comprehensive enough.  

Question: To get a sense of the education requirements, how much of a change is that.  

Tommye: we’re about to release a transparency report of the race and gender of our officers, and our 
field stops. We are going to post the education background of our officers. In the future, it is required in 
Illinois, we’re gonna give that person a field stop receipt. That’s proof in someone’s hand they were 
stopped by the police. We’re trying to find the measures to give confidence to those we serve 

Brian: Would you be willing to work with Avery and me to figure out the logistics of a town hall  



Tommye: yes but again I’m more inclined to do a panel, instead of a wild circus that would be left for me 
to manage. It has to be orderly.  

Isabella: last week we learned from our rep to the cville city council that they engage in stop and frisk, 
do we, and do we have plans to address it? 

Tommye: Stop and frisk is illegal in the united states of America, I know that Chief Brackney if a 
consummate professional. Stopping someone for reasonable suspicion is lawful and legal. We don’t 
engage in stop and frisk.  

Isabella: I’ll follow up on where I got that information.  

Avery: I have a question, I’m an RA. One of the things we’re advised to do if someone is having a period 
of mental illness is contact 911 if need be. Is there any hope or chance of having late night plainclothes 
officers? I don’t want to call an officer that shows up in uniform that would scare the resident.  

Tommye: I understand the question, but you must understand the function of the plainclothes. It’s not 
for immediate action, we don’t have a function where we send officers out like that. They are trained in 
crisis intervention training so we don’t criminalize mental health issues.  

If you have any questions for me ever, send me an email I’ll respond.  

Community Concerns 

Alex: I will say Chief Sutton has been an invaluable resource.  

Ally: The jewish center that most students go to is down university circle past rugby and phi society, 
there is absolutely terrible lighting and lack of blue lights. And for a lot of us go at night and have to use 
flashlights on our phones.  

Omar: I was speaking to a first year who lives in Courtney who has only cold water in one of their 
showers for the suite, 120.  

Comment: If they put in a work order there’s nothing we can do.  

Meeting ends at 7:33 

 

 


